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The release by the Australian Bu-
reau of Statistics (ABS) of hardware 
retail sales through to February 2022 
is a good opportunity to look in clear 
detail at the effects of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Those effects began in 
March 2020, so we can see, by look-
ing at these sales for the 12 months 
ending in February, exactly how 
the two main pandemic years have 
shaped the market.

HNN refers to these 
12 month timespans 
as “periods” (p), and 
they are designated 
by the year in which 
they end, so p2022 
goes from March 
2021 to February 
2022.

It’s perhaps best 
to begin by setting 
some context to these 
stats. One thing that 
we find in the stats 
for most states is 
that both p2021 and 

p2022 show significantly higher retail 
sales than those for the period prior 
to 2021. But how much higher, in 
general?

To provide guidance on that 
question, Chart 1 takes the average 
of p2021 and p2022 (the recent 
grouping) then compares that to the 
average for the five periods p2016 
through to p2020 (the past grouping), 
and represents the difference as the 
percentage growth of the recent over 
the past grouping.

As that chart indicates, on an 
Australia-wide basis the recent group 
shows consistent growth of between 
25% and 30% as compared to the 
past group as an average. That would 
be a big change in any market, but it’s 
particularly outstanding in hardware 
retail, as there has not been such a 
big shift over the previous 30 years.

The big question, of course, re-
mains as to whether those elevated 
sales will persist through FY2022/23. 
It’s evident that p2021 was heavily 
influenced by consecutive pandemic 

lockdowns across Australia, while 
p2022 was partially affected by those, 
but also by extraordinary housing 
price rises.

In particular, if interest rates rise 
above 2.0% (as seems likely by the 
end of calendar 2023), will there be 
a slide in housing prices and a con-
sequent decline in hardware retail 
sales?

These questions really come back 
to the key question: over the past two 
year have we seen ephemeral events 
that have boosted sales, or have we 
seen some structural changes to the 
hardware market?

HNN’s own view, as we will detail 
in our Analysis section at the end of 
this article, is that it’s not just we do 
see evidence of both these, but that 
structural change may be based on 
these boosts in sales. In brief, as hard-
ware stores have become more a part 
of the monthly shopping routine, the 
breadth of products they can sell has 
also increased.H
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Chart 1: ABS hardware retail sales, comparing past 
average sales with average of two pandemic years.
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NEW SOUTH WALES
Chart 2, for New South Wales 

(NSW), shows (as do those for several, 
but not all, states and territories) how 
sharply demarcated the two pandem-
ic years have been.

It’s possible to see these stats as 
consisting of three different “bun-
dles”; bundle one for the periods 
between 2011 and 2014, bundle two 
is for the periods 2016 through to 
2020, and bundle three is (so far) the 
two pandemic periods. In addition, 
there is a transitional period, p2015, 
between bundles one and two.

Chart 3 shows the total retail sales 
for each of these periods over 30 
years.While there has been a histori-
cal period of ongoing increases, such 
as from 1999 to 2006, and from 2014 
to 2017, there is nothing that comes 
close to steep increase from 2020 
through to 2021 and 2022.

VICTORIA
The effect of the pandemic on 

hardware revenues in Victoria (VIC) 
was quite different to NSW. One key 
difference is that while both states 
saw revenues increase at historically 
high levels, VIC was more subdued 
than NSW — in part because where 
in NSW revenues for p2017 partial-
ly exceeded revenues for p2018 
through p2020, in VIC revenues for 
both p2019 and p2020 were signifi-
cantly higher than the preceding four 

periods. This is shown in Chart 4.
For example, in both 2020 and 

2021, revenues for the month of 
October were around $590 million, 
while in 2019 they were $563 million 
— on average an increase of 16.5%. 
Similarly, in February 2021, revenues 
were $478 million, quite close to the 
pre-pandemic revenues of $459 mil-
lion in February 2020.

That said, the 12-month numbers 
do show how significant the revenue 
gains still were for VIC. This is shown 
in Chart 5.

It’s also notable that, in contrast to 
NSW, revenues for p2022 were lower 
than those for p2021. That’s largely 
because VIC did suffer significant-
ly more from long and very tough 
lockdowns than any other state or 
territory. With a reduction in federal 
emergency support funding (such as 
JobKeeper), and the interruptions to 
the construction industry, the econo-
my itself began to suffer.

VIC has also seen less of a boost 
in house prices. The ABS Residen-
tial Property Price Index (which has 
ceased as of 2022) indicates that 
in comparing the December 2020 
quarter with the December 2021 
quarter, Sydney saw a price rise of 
26.7% while Melbourne rose by 
20.0%. CoreLogic’s index through to 
28 February 2022 shows an annual 
increase in Sydney house prices of 
22.4% versus Melbourne’s 12.5%.

Given that, probably the single 
most significant figure in all the VIC 
stats is the revenue for February 2022, 
which at $536 million is the highest 
it has ever been for that month, and 
12.2% up on February 2021. Given a 
fading house market, and the fading 
of pandemic influences, this could be 
a pointer towards a sustained higher 
level of revenues for VIC.

QUEENSLAND
While Queensland (QLD) was less 

directly affected by the pandemic 
(though heavily indirectly affected 
due to a decline in the tourism indus-
try), it did see a very strong growth in 
interstate migration. For FY2020/21 
QLD recorded a net increase through 
interstate migration of 30,939 peo-
ple, while both NSW and VIC saw net 
losses. 

The result of this and a range of 
other factors saw QLD benefit as 
much on a percentage basis as NSW 
and VIC. Chart 6 indicates this. Chart 
7 indicates the level of overall gains 
on a 12-month basis.

This is very much a fundamental, 
structural change to the QLD mar-
ket. While its effects may fade in the 
future, as its intrastate migration 
numbers decline, it’s unlikely that 
these will reverse quickly. One major 
factor is that QLD is less centralised 
that both VIC and NSW. While the 
medium house price in Brisbane is 

Chart 2: ABS NSW monthly revenues

Chart 4: ABS NSW monthly revenues

Chart 3: ABS NSW 12-month revenues
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close to that of Melbourne, in the 
regional areas, housing remains more 
affordable — for example, the median 
house price in Bundaberg is under 
$350,000, according to CoreLogic

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
While in South Australia (SA) the 

revenue pattern for p2021 followed a 
similar pattern to other states, the pat-
tern for p2022 is unique. In that pe-
riod revenues declined sharply from 
April to July 2021, before increasing 
sharply in August 2021. The July 2021 
revenue number was $92 million, 
only slightly above the July 2019 
number of $90 million. Yet by August 
2021 revenues had climbed to $121 
million, well above the August 2019 
number of $93 million. Chart 8 shows 
this pattern

That seems to have been triggered 
by a renewed lockdown that began 
in July 2021, in response to the Delta 
variant getting out of control in NSW.

Whatever these variations are, 
the 12 monthly numbers show how 
sharply revenues increased for both 
pandemic years, as seen in Chart 9.

>ABS-hw-sales-feb22-12months-
SA.jpg}ABS SA 12-month hardware 
revenues

Given the steeper than usual fall in 
revenue through to February 2022, it’s 
likely that March 2022 will be a vital 
statistical month in forecasting future 
revenues for SA.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
It’s slightly difficult to compre-

hend just exactly how much Western 
Australia (WA) escaped the direct 
influences of the COVID-19 pandem-
ic. Perhaps the simplest number is 
just how few deaths were COVID-19 
related in the state, totalling only 88 
by the end of March 2022, compared 
to 2830 in VIC, 2190 in NSW and 796 
in QLD.

WA does show some signs of 
revenue stimulus from April through 
to August 2020, but these can be diffi-
cult to judge, as seen in Chart 10.

The initial impression is that rev-
enues have seen only a moderate 
increase, but that’s really only in 
comparison with p2017 (the dark 
blue line). The pre-pandemic period, 
p2020 (the black line), shows that the 
increase in revenues was really more 
inline — in percentage terms — with 
that of VIC. 

Comparing the average revenue 
across the two pandemic periods with 
that of the average of the five preced-
ing periods, there was an increase of 
over 20% for May, July and January.

Chart 11, tracing the 12 monthly 
figures shows this more clearly. Still, 
while that increase equals the other 
states in relative terms, it is evident 
that across a broader, historical con-
text, the increase is less unusual.

Given the ongoing increases in 
commodity prices expected through 

Chart 5: ABS VIC 12-month revenues

Chart 6: ABS QLD monthly revenues

Chart 8: ABS SA monthly revenues

Chart 10: ABS SA monthly revenues

Chart 7: ABS QLD 12-month revenues

Chart 9: ABS SA 12-month revenues
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FY2022/23 it is likely that WA will 
be the state most insulated from the 
looming negative effects of an inter-
est rate increase.

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL  
TERRITORY

The Australian Capital Territory 
(ACT) is always difficult to compare 
with other Australian regions as it has 
such a unique composition. Not only 
is it a relatively small region, it’s also 
highly urbanised, and has an econ-
omy largely reliant on government 
employment.

Given those factors, it’s not that 
surprising that it showed a very strong 
boost in revenues across the two pan-
demic periods, as shown in Chart 12.

This shows a very high level of 
stimulus, along with some very high 
volatility. Chart 13, for the 12 monthly 
periods, shows how unusual this pat-
tern is for the territory.

It’s possible to draw a nearly 
straight trend curve from p1998 
through to p2020, with the only major 
bump in 2010, showing a steady, 
constant increase in revenues. That 
makes the sharp increase for p2021 
and p2022 stand out.

Comparing the average revenue 
across the two pandemic periods with 
that of the average of the five preced-
ing periods, there are seven months 
registering increases of over 48%, 
with a peak in April of over 54%.

NORTHERN TERRITORY  
AND TASMANIA

Obviously, combining stats for the 
Northern Territory (NT) with those 
from Tasmania (TAS) makes little or 
no sense. However, the ABS was not 
able to source revenue numbers for 
much of the pandemic period, so 
we can only derive these numbers 
by subtracting the sum of the other 
states and territories from the total, 
Australia-wide revenues. As such, they 
are slightly inaccurate, as a number of 
other, very small areas are included in 
the Australian total.

However, some reference may be 
preferable to no references at all. 
Chart 14 shows the monthly compar-
ison. Chart 15 shows the 12 monthly 
periods:

AUSTRALIA
The effect of the Australia-wide 

statistics is to average out the results 
from all the states and territories. This 
can be seen clearly in the Chart 16, 
for the monthly numbers.

Perhaps the most interesting 
characteristic of this chart is how the 
numbers for p2022 overtake those of 
p2021 from September 2021 on-
wards. That is likely a strong indication 
of the effect of the prices rises in the 
housing market.

Chart 17, for the 12 monthly peri-
ods, carries its own surprise as well. 
While this chart does indicate elevat-

Chart 11: ABS WA 12-month revenues

Chart 12: ABS ACT monthly revenues

Chart 14: ABS NT-TAS monthly revenues

Chart 16: ABS Australia monthly revenues

Chart 13: ABS ACT 12-month revenues

Chart 15: ABS NT-TAS 12-month revenues
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ed levels for revenues in p2021 and 
p2022, these seem somewhat less 
out of sequence from the historical 
record. Comparing the average reve-
nue across the two pandemic periods 
with that of the average of the five 
preceding periods, the only outstand-
ing period is May, with an average 
increase of 36%. Seven of the monthly 
periods show an average increase of 
below 28%.

Finally, it’s worthwhile looking at a 
broader historical chart for Australia. 
Chart 18 shows the monthly numbers 
going back to 1984.Perhaps the most 
interesting characteristic of this chart 
is the gradual evolution of both Octo-
ber and November as higher revenue 
periods, which seems to have started 
back in 2002.

It also demonstrates just how un-
usual the last two periods have been 
for revenue growth. There is simply no 
other similar rapid increase.

ANALYSIS
As we mentioned in the intro-

duction to this article, the hardware 
retail industry has to grapple with 
considering how much of the recent 
increases in revenues are going to be 
ephemeral, and how much indicates a 
structural shift.

Added to that is what exactly the ef-
fect of an interest rate rise will be. It’s 

possible that some structural chang-
es have been made, and that these 
could to some extent be undone by 
interest rate increases.

That is going to depend to a large 
extent on just how rapidly interest 
rates do increase. While some econ-
omists predict rates as high as 3.0% 
by the end of 2023, a more modest 
prediction would be that rates could 
hit 2.0% by the end of FY2022/23.

Even at that rate of increase, how-
ever, which would likely take place 
over six separate stages, homeowners 
are likely to find themselves facing 
new financial stresses. As HNN has 
suggested in the past, it’s not as 
though homeowners haven’t known 
this was coming. They have decided 
that, given the upward trend in the 
housing market, it was better to take 
the chance on somehow “muddling 
through” a time of financial stress.

It’s likely that much of that stress 
will be concentrated on VIC and 
NSW, which is to say Melbourne 
and Sydney, with some stress also in 
Brisbane. What is just as concerning 
as the direct effect on homeowners, 
is the spillover effects into the econ-
omy. The ongoing low wage growth 
has been a strong indicator, in HNN’s 
opinion, that the economy contains 
fragilities. A sudden decline in con-
sumer demand could see a partial 

collapse in some industries.
That could be of particular con-

cern to hardware retailing. One of 
the secondary effects of the pan-
demic increase in revenues has been 
an increase in local foot-traffic into 
independent stores. This has ena-
bled stores to expand their ranges 
to include more “common purchase” 
items, such as light bulbs and pet 
supplies.

This can have a dual effect. Not 
only do retailers pick up an extra sale 
— a customer comes in for a can of 
paint, and buys a dog collar as well 
— but reverse sales also happen — a 
customer stops by for a lightbulb and 
picks up a small screwdriver.

Once foot-traffic drops down below 
a certain level, maintaining those lines 
becomes less possible, and the sales 
revert to highly trafficked stores such 
as supermarkets.

That said, it is most likely that the 
increase in interest rates will be more 
of a short- to medium-term event, 
with an eventual “normalisation” by 
the end of 2024. So the question for 
the hardware industry really comes 
down to how best to handle a moder-
ately high level of uncertainty over the 
coming 30 months.

Chart 18: ABS Australia monthly hardware 
revenues back to 1984

Chart 17: ABS Australia 12-month revenues


